Sette 270, 270W Unclogging

Tools Needed: Poker (paperclip, wire, hex key, skewer etc)

Clogged Grinder

1. **Remove the adjustment assembly.**
   a. The adjustable portafilter hook must be swung to the side in order to remove the grind adjustment assembly.
   b. Rotate the bean shutoff knob so it is in the CLOSED position

*The assembly may be difficult to rotate due to the jammed coffee. **Apply as much force as needed** to rotate the adjustment assembly past setting 31 so it can be removed.*
Place the lower burr/adjustment assembly on the counter and press down on the adjustment assembly (see red arrows below) to remove the lower burr.

Remove the discharge funnel by simply pulling it off the cone burr holder.

Using the poker, clear all coffee from between the fins of the lower burr carrier.
If necessary, the cone burr and bolt can be removed (as pictured below).

After cleaning, reassemble and enjoy

If you have any questions or concerns, please email support@baratza.com or call at 425-641-1245.